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SALMATE® and the Improvement of
Reproductive Performance in Sows

Too often diets fed to farm animals are deficient in the ω-3 fatty acids,
especially the long chain fatty acids.

The Unique Features of SALMATE®
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The Importance of Fatty Acids

SALMATE® Research Shows Increases of Omega-3
(EPA and DHA) in Sow Body Tissue
It has been demonstrated that the addition of EPA and DHA significantly
improves breeder reproductive performance.
Rob Smits, Rivalee, Australia, demonstrated that there is a two fold increase in
EPA and DHA in all tissues and up to a
53% lower Omega-6 to Omega-3 ratio
when SALmate® is fed at the recommended levels.
After 49 days, EPA and DHA were increased (P <0.05) in blood plasma, loin
muscle, intramuscular fat and ovarian tissue.

Points of Interest

•

Omega-3 PUFA’s highest concentration in ovarian tissue, especially as DHA

•

Omega-3 PUFA’s also higher in loin IMF and uterine tissue compared to
adipose tissue

•

In all tissue measured, there were significant increases in EPA, DHA and
overall Omega-3 PUFA’s, excluding α-linoleic

Omega-3 PUFA’s and Embryo Survival
EPA and DHA help preserve embryos by enhancing progesterone needed for
embryo growth, while inhibiting a prostaglandin that threatens embryo
survival. Too much prostaglandin after fertilization can cause early embryonic
death (EED). SALMATE® contains EPA and DHA in a protected form.

The Impact of SALMATE® on Boar Sperm
In a recent study in Taiwan, SALMATE® was fed to boars at a rate of
60g/head/day, and compared against a control group that was not fed
SALMATE®. After two weeks, the sperm from both groups was analyzed under
a microscope. Results are shown below.

Control Group

SALMATE® Group after 2 Weeks

From these two pictures, it can be observed that the sperm in the control group
show breaks and bends, along with a smaller frequency of sperm. In the
SALMATE® treated group, the sperm is in greater frequency and is healthier,
with less breaks and bends.

Recommended Feed Levels for SALMATE®
• Add SALMATE® to a lactation period of 30 days at 5 kg/tonne
• For longer lactation periods up to 42 days, add SALMATE® at 3.75 kg/
tonne
• Alternatively, one can add during the entire gestation and lactation at
a rate of 2.3 kg/tonne

